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Abstract

This article deals with thermo-elastic computation of heterogeneous structures containing quasi-periodic
micro-structures having variable properties (geometric and/or material) using reduced order modelling. Such
heterogeneous structure is extremely expensive to simulate using classical finite element methods, as the
level of discretisation required to capture the micro-structural effects, is too fine. Based on the asymptotic
homogenisation theory, the multi-scale technique explores the micro-macro behaviour for thermo-elasticity.
Considering each integration point of the macro-structure consists of an underlying locally-periodic micro-
structure, the overall problem is basically separated into a homogeneous problem defined over the macro-
structure and a heterogeneous problem defined over each micro-structure. Even though the usage of multi-
scale strategy helps in the reduction of numerical expense, it still deals with a full order finite element solution
for the macro-problem and each micro-problem. Using a 2-fold reduced order modelling further accentuates
the cost reduction and provides a robust solution in a reduced space: (i) as an offline pre-computation
stage for the micro-structural problem, and (ii) as an online process that can embed adaptivity for the
macroscopic problem.

This is a preprint of an article published in its final form as: ***
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1 Introduction

Heterogeneous structures are typically common in the engineering world and are used in many applications.
Typical examples can be composites, alloys, porous media and so on. This kind of structures generally consists
of more than one phase, and the heterogeneity is exhibited at a microscopic scale. Obviously the overall physical
behaviour depends on the size, shape, material properties and distribution of the microscopic constituents. A
classical finite element (FE) simulation for such cases is extremely expensive as the level of discretisation
needed to substantiate the underlying micro-heterogeneities will be too fine for real engineering structures. To
circumvent this difficulty multi-scale models have been developed over the years.

The idea herein is to propose a multi-scale strategy for thermo-elasticity for variable micro-structures. We
target a transient classical elliptic thermal problem while while quasi-static mechanical behaviour is concerned.
This model is indeed related to characteristic times of the loading: smaller than the thermal diffusion one
(but larger than the so-called thermal wave one), larger than the mechanical wave equation one. The main
philosophy behind classical multi-scale methods is the assumption of existence of periodic micro-structures or
at least locally periodic micro-structures at a length scale which is small compared to the macro-scale. The
macroscopic structure is assumed to be homogeneous and the homogeneity is quantified through the simulation
of micro-structures. The macroscopic structure can be simulated using classical finite element method and
existence of micro-structures (can also be termed as unit cells) are assumed at macroscopic integration points.
The micro-structural unit cells contain the heterogeneities, i.e. they are made of more than one material.
The micro-problems can also be simulated using classical finite element method, and the number of micro-
structural simulations is equal to the number of macroscopic integration points. There are few ways in which the
aforementioned philosophy can be executed [17]. One of them is the FE2 approach [40, 21, 20, 41, 28] where no
explicit constitutive relations are needed at the macroscopic scale and each integration point of the macroscopic
structure constitutes of an underlying micro-structure. Knowing the mechanical state at the micro-scale, the
macroscopic state variables at each integration point can be calculated through homogenisation [9, 10, 29]. Some
of the recent developments in the field of FE2 methods can be seen in many noteworthy works [15, 22, 16]. There
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exist another type of multi-scale method, which is based on the asymptotic expansion of the state variables with
respect to a scaling factor [1, 38]. This type of expansion thereby can be utilised in the governing equations
which can then be separated into microscopic and macroscopic problems. The asymptotic homogenisation can
provide effective overall structural response including their local microscopic counterparts. Initially this type
of methods were used to solve elastic problems especially for composites [12, 7], for Cosserat media [14]. A
generalisation of the mathematical homogenisation based on eigenstrains for heterogeneous structures was done
for elasto-plasticity [11], for non-local brittle damage [13]. Some other recent application was to find the effect
of damage amplification due to micro-crack interaction [25], to simulate thermoelectric composites [44]. With
respect to thermal problems, multi-scale methods has been used for transient heat conduction [27, 33, 19, 26]
and for conduction-radiation problems [18]. For coupled thermo-mechanical problems, there has been works on
random particulate composites [47] and on FE2 methods [34].

The aim of multi-scale methods is to reduce the numerical expense drastically by reducing the overall micro-
structural computation to only micro-structural cells behind the macroscopic integration points. However, this
still requires full order FE calculations both at macro level and at the unit cell level, which can render the
complete process significantly expensive. This is the basic motivation behind the usage of reduced order models,
which gives low fidelity approximations of high fidelity model, and thereby reducing the CPU cost. The reduced
order strategy used herein is Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) which is to compute certain full-order
problems (called the training stage) in order to extract relevant information which can then be used to calculate
similar problems more efficiently. The usage of POD in the field of mechanics deals with the creation of POD
basis, from the snapshots obtained from the solution of the training stage, and then to use this basis to
solve the intended problem in a reduced space [37]. Also known as Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
Karhunen–Loève Expansion (KLE) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [4], POD provides an optimally
ordered set of basis functions in a least square sense for the full-order solution. A reduced order model or a
surrogate model can then be generated by truncating the optimal basis [35, 23]. On the paradigm of multi-scale
methods, POD and its variants have been used for non-linear heat conduction [31], for multi-scale fracture
mechanics [32], for hyper-elastic materials at finite strains [45], for damage analysis [3, 2] and such others.

As a novelty, this article exemplifies the interest in terms of computational cost reduction of using the
synergy between parametric homogenisation and POD at two scales: (i) at micro-scale, homogenised quantities
are the quantities of interest (QoI) and the POD is used to deal with the parametric aspect; (ii) an independent
POD at macro-scale only is used to build a reduced basis onto which the macroscopic solution is projected, the
underlying micro-scale POD is used as a reduced order model to provide the QoI as function of the parametric
macro fields to further enhance numerical frugality. This type of strategy reduces the simulation cost extremely
and can also be used effectively for variable micro-structures. Variations in this article is restricted to micro-
structural material properties and fibre diameter altering with respect to macroscopic parameter fields.

The article begins with the definition of the problem in Section 2 with all the governing equations. The multi-
scale strategy based on asymptotic theory along with scale separations are discussed in Section 3. Thereafter,
the solution strategy introducing linear operators, extension for variable micro-structures and the reduced order
strategy is detailed in Section 4. Finally the strategy is exemplified in Section 5 with conclusion and perspectives
in Section 6.

2 Problem definition

Consider a heterogeneous structure in the domain Ω, fig. 1(a). The mechanical boundary ∂Ω of the domain
is split into ∂Ωm1 where a prescribed displacement Ud is specified, and the complementary boundary ∂Ωm2

submitted to a surface traction F d. The same boundary ∂Ω can also be split into ∂Ωt1 with an applied
temperature θd and ∂Ωt1 where external heat flux density qs is applied. The heterogeneous media is composed
of microscopic locally periodic representative volume elements (RVEs) containing at least two different materials.

Considering the thermal problem as depicted in, Fourier’s law of heat conduction reads

q = −k∇θ in Ω, (1)

where q is the vector of heat flux density, θ is the temperature field and k is the thermal conductivity. The
operator ∇ represents the classical gradient operator with respect to the spatial coordinates. The heat flow
equation at a given time t, in the absence of internal heat source reads

−∇ · q = ρcθ̇ in Ω, (2)

where ρ is the mass density of the material, and c is the specific heat capacity. The operator ∇· represents the
classical divergence operator with respect to the spatial coordinates. For simplicity, it is considered that there
is no adiabatic overheating, i.e. there is no internal heat generation due to mechanical dissipation or any other
sources, i.e. the thermo-mechanical coupling is one way.
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Figure 1: (a) Heterogeneous continua with periodic micro-structure, (b) equivalent macroscopic structure, and
(c) microscopic unit cell

The boundary conditions of the structure can be of Dirichlet type i.e.

θ = θd on ∂Ωt1. (3)

The Neumann type boundary condition on the complementary surface can be written as

q · n = −qs on ∂Ωt2, (4)

where n is the unit vector normal to the surface ∂Ωt2. The initial condition is given by

θ(t = 0) = θin in Ω, (5)

where θin is the initial temperature field, taken as zero in all of the following, for simplicity.
Considering the mechanical part of the problem, the equilibrium of the structure is then given by

∇ · σ = 0 in Ω, (6)

with the boundary conditions,

σ · n = F d on ∂Ωm2, (7)

u = Ud on ∂Ωm1. (8)

The quantity σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, n being the unit normal at each point on the surface ∂Ωm2, and
u is the displacement field. The strain displacement relationship for infinitesimal strain tensor ε can be written
as

ε = ∇su in Ω, (9)

with ∇s◦ = 1/2
[
∇ ◦+ (∇◦)T

]
as the symmetric part of the gradient.

Apart from such admissibility conditions, the state of the structure at each material point is also described
by thermo-elastic constitutive equation which is local in space:

σ = C (ε− αθδ) in Ω, (10)

where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion, δ is the identity tensor and C is the Hooke elasticity tensor.
It must be noted that the thermo-mechanical coupling is one way and any adiabatic overheating and any

internal heat generations are neglected. The mechanical loads essentially do not influence the thermal problem.
In such case, the thermal problem is sometimes entirely solved in one stage, then the mechanical one only at
specific time steps. Nevertheless, for some verification design cases, the mechanical stress is indeed required
during transient steps for thermal loading that leads to complex stress redistributions. Therefore, in the present
study, the mechanical problem during all time evolution is solved together with the thermal problem.

3 Separation of scales

The periodic homogenisation based on asymptotic expansion is briefly recalled herein for completion [1, 38], and
applied to the coupled thermo-mechanical problem under concern. Two spatial coordinates are used, namely
the slow one x, describing the evolutions at macro scale, and the fast one y, describing the evolutions at micro
scale, once a scaling factor ξ is used as:

y =
x

ξ
. (11)
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This factor (assumed to be small to ensure the scale separation) is defined as the ratio of the unit cell charac-
teristic length and the overall structure length. Such a scale separation transforms the macroscopic structural
domain into an equivalent quasi-homogeneous continua, see fig. 1(b), and defines a heterogeneous RVE (unit
cell) over which the averaging is performed, see fig. 1(c). It is also assumed that the unit cells are locally
periodic or y-periodic. The various fields in the problem now depends spatially on these two coordinates and
are periodic with respect to the y one. This implies that s

〈∇y · χ〉y = 0, 〈∇yκ〉y = 0, and 〈∇yϑ〉y = 0, (12)

for any tensor field χ(x, y), any vector field κ(x, y), and any scalar field ϑ(x, y) when derivation is made with
respect to the y coordinates, which is depicted with a y subscript. The averaging operator 〈◦〉y is defined as

〈◦〉y (x) =
1

Vy

∫
Ωy

◦(x, y) dV, (13)

where Vy is the volume of the unit cell.
The domain of the macroscopic problem is Ω with the boundaries being ∂Ωt1, ∂Ωt2, ∂Ωm1, ∂Ωm2 where the

corresponding Dirichlet and/or Neumann boundary conditions are applied. The domain of the microscopic unit
cell is Ωy with boundary ∂Ωy where periodic boundary conditions are prescribed.

The primary unknowns of the problem, herein the temperature and the displacement fields, are then devel-
oped asymptotically with respect to the scale ratio, as

θ(x, y) = θ0(x, y) + ξθ1(x, y) + ξ2θ2(x, y) + · · · (14)

u(x, y) = u0(x, y) + ξu1(x, y) + ξ2u2(x, y) + · · · (15)

all functions being periodic with respect to the y coordinate.

3.1 Thermal problem

According to eq. (11), the gradient of the temperature field can be written as

∇θ = ∇xθ
(
x, y
)

+
1

ξ
∇yθ

(
x, y
)
, (16)

where the subscripts x and y represent derivatives with respect to macro and micro scales, respectively. Using
eq. (16) and (14), the thermal problem of eq. (1) and (2) can be written as

1

ξ2
∇y · (k∇yθ0) +

1

ξ
[∇x · (k∇yθ0) +∇y · (k∇xθ0) +∇y · (k∇yθ1)]

+ [∇x · (k∇xθ0) +∇x · (k∇yθ1) +∇y · (k∇xθ1) +∇y · (k∇yθ2)] + · · · = ρcθ̇0 + ξρcθ̇1 + · · · . (17)

The next step hereafter is to generate different orders of boundary value problem by equating terms with
equal powers of ξ.

−2 order problem. Equating terms containing ξ−2 leads to

∇y · (k∇yθ0) = 0. (18)

This immediately provides θ0 to be independent of y, which can be seen as the macroscopic temperature
and for the sake of clarity will be denoted in the following as θ0 = θM (x). Its gradient with respect to x
being the macroscopic temperature gradient zM (x) = ∇xθM .

−1 order problem. Equating terms containing ξ−1, using eq. (18), leads to

∇y · (k∇yθ1) = −∇y · (kzM ) . (19)

This is the steady-state microscopic problem , whose unknown is θ1(x, y), parametrised by the macroscopic
gradient zM (x, y), defined in the unit cell domain once the y-periodicity of θ1 is added. The total heat
flux vector, once the approximation is truncated to the level 1 in the expansion, becomes

q(x, y) = −k (zM +∇yθ1) in Ωy. (20)
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0 order problem. Equating terms containing ξ0 leads to the transient thermal problem

∇x · (kzM ) +∇x · (k∇yθ1) +∇y · (k∇xθ1) +∇y · (k∇yθ2) = ρcθ̇M (21)

Now applying the averaging operator, eq. (21) transforms into

∇x ·
(
〈k〉y∇xθM

)
+∇x · 〈k∇yθ1〉y = 〈ρc〉y θ̇M (22)

Adding the initial and boundary conditions, this leads to the macroscopic problem defined in Ω as

∇x ·
(
〈k〉y∇xθM + 〈k∇yθ1〉y

)
= 〈ρc〉y θ̇M in Ω,

θM = θd on ∂Ωt1,

q
M
· n = −qs on ∂Ωt2,

θM (t = 0) = 0 in Ω, (23)

where the macroscopic heat flux vector is given by

q
M

(x) = 〈q〉y = −〈k〉y∇xθM − 〈k∇yθ1〉y in Ω. (24)

One way of solving the multi-scale problem is to perform fixed point iteration between the BVPs of the two-
scales. However that would be computationally non-frugal, so to avoid the iterations, an alternative strategy
will be required. The full solution for the temperature and the heat flux density can then be recovered as
θ(x, y) = θM (x) + ξθ1(x, y) and (20).

3.2 Mechanical problem

According to eq. (11), the mechanical problem can be obtained as

∇ · σ = ∇x · σ
(
x, y
)

+
1

ξ
∇y · σ

(
x, y
)
, (25)

ε = ∇sxu
(
x, y
)

+
1

ξ
∇syu

(
x, y
)
. (26)

Similar developments as for the thermal problem can be performed as well, leading to the following results.
u0 = uM (x) is the macroscopic displacement, and εM (x) = ∇sxuM is the macroscopic strain.
The microscopic problem can be defined as

∇y ·
(
C∇syu1

)
= −∇y · (CεM ) +∇y · (CαθMδ) in Ωy, (27)

which is parametrised by εM and θM , whose unknown u1(x, y) is y-periodic.
The macroscopic problem is

∇x · σM = 0 in Ω,

σM = 〈C〉y εM +
〈
C∇syu1

〉
y
− 〈Cαδ〉y θM in Ω,

σM · n = F d on ∂Ωm2,

uM = Ud on ∂Ωm1. (28)

where σM is the macroscopic stress field.
As previously, the macro and micro problems are coupled. Finally, the total displacement field is approxi-

mated with the macroscopic part plus the first order micro-correction as u(x, y) = uM (x) + ξu1(x, y), and the
total strains and stresses are ε(x, y) = εM (x) +∇syu1(x, y) and σ(x, y) = C (ε− αθMδ).

It is interesting to note that the mechanical problem is influenced only by the macroscopic temperature field
and not by the higher order terms. The θ1 term will appear in the mechanical problem only for higher order
expansion mechanical terms, but not in this first-order correction.

4 Solution methodology

For the subsequent elucidations the spatial discretisation of both the macroscopic structure and microscopic
unit-cell are performed using classical finite element method. Some of the parameters and operators used in
the development are listed in table 1.
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Table 1: Classical 3D FE parameters and operators
Parameter/ Description
operator
nnm Total number of nodes of the micro structure
ngm Total number of Gauss points of the micro structure
nnM Total number of nodes of the macro structure
ngM Total number of Gauss points of the macro structure
[Bz] 3ngm × nnm matrix of shape function derivatives for the micro thermal problem
[Bq] 3ngm × nnm matrix containing the integral of [Bz]
[k] 3ngm × 3ngm diagonal matrix storing the micro thermal conductivity values at Gauss points
[H] nnm × nnm conductivity matrix of the micro thermal problem
[C] nnm × nnm capacity matrix of the micro thermal problem
[Bε] 6ngm × 3nnm matrix of shape function derivatives for the micro mechanical problem
[Bσ] 6ngm × 3nnm matrix containing the integral of [Bε]
[C] 6ngm × 6ngm block-diagonal matrix storing the micro elasticity tensor at Gauss points
[K] 3nnm × 3nnm stiffness matrix of the micro mechanical problem

4.1 Thermal problem

A given unit cell can be considered for the following. Since the thermal micro problem (19) is linear, the
solution is proportional to any given macroscopic gradient temperature vector zM . Therefore, there exists a
linear operator Lt, called localisation operator, such that ∇yθ1(y) = −Lt(y)zM . The heat flux (20) is now
q = −k (Id − Lt) zM and its macroscopic part (24), q

M
= −kMzM , where

kM = 〈k (Id − Lt)〉y (29)

is the macroscopic homogenised conductivity tensor. This operator can be computed once for all during an
offline phase for a given unit cell.

Once discretised with finite elements, the micro thermal problem reads

[H] {θ1} = − [Bq]
T

[k] [B]{zM} and {z1} = [Bz] {θ1}, (30)

where additional y-periodicity has to be prescribed, as described in appendix A. {θ1} is the nnm × 1 column
vector of nodal temperature unknowns, {z1} is the column vector storing the components of the temperature
gradients at each Gauss point, whose size is 3ngm × 1. Finally, {zM} is a 3× 1 column vector storing a single
macro gradient, and [B] is a boolean 3ngm × 3 mapping matrix, so that [B]{zM} is a full gradient column

vector, uniform on every Gauss point. As [Bq]
T

is the dual of [Bz], and indeed the conductivity matrix is

[H] = [Bq]
T

[k] [Bz], the dual of [B] is denoted with [D]T , which performs the integral over the micro-structure
domain (see below).

To obtain numerically the discretised localisation operator [Lt], whose size is 3ngm×3, we load the unit cell
with unitary uniform macro gradients. In 3D, this leads to 3 right hand sides, collected into the columns of
the identity 3× 3 matrix [Id]. 3 resolutions of the micro problem therefore leads to 3 temperature fields, whose
gradients are the columns of the discretised localisation operator, so that

[Lt] = [Bz] [H]
−1

[Bq]
T

[k] [B][Id], (31)

(and one can discard the identity matrix in this expression). Finally, the macro homogenised conductivity
tensor is

kM =
1

Vy
[D]T [k] ([B]− [Lt]) (32)

The macroscopic homogenised capacity is easily obtained by averaging

cM = 〈ρc〉y (33)

The core of the cost therefore resides in the 3 FE resolutions of a steady-state thermal problem on a unit cell.
The macroscopic thermal problem is a classical thermal transient problem using the previously computed

macroscopic homogenised capacity cM and conductivity kM , of the form

[HM ] {θM}+ [CM ]
{
θ̇M

}
= {d} , (34)

where the right hand side {d} contains the natural boundary conditions. [HM ] is the conductivity matrix built
using the homogenised effective conductivity tensor kM , and [CM ] is the capacity matrix obtained using the
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homogenised heat capacity cM . If the temporal integration scheme is the classical backward Euler method,
then for a particular time step ts, the problem to solve is(

[HM ] +
1

∆t
[CM ]

)
{θM}s =

1

∆t
[CM ] {θM}s−1

+ {d}s , (35)

where ∆t is the time step.

4.2 Mechanical problem

The same uni cell is considered for the following development. Since the micro mechanical problem (27) is
linear, the solution is a linear combination to any given macroscopic strain tensor εM and any given macroscopic
temperature θM . Therefore, there exists two linear operators Lm and Lmt, also called localisation operators,
such that ∇syu1(y) = −Lm(y)εM + Lmt(y)θM . The total stress field is σ = C (Id − Lm) εM −C (αδ − Lmt) θM
and its macroscopic part is σM = CMεM − SMθM , where

CM = 〈C (Id − Lm)〉y (36)

is the macroscopic homogenised elasticity tensor, and

SM = 〈C (αδ − Lmt)〉y (37)

is a macroscopic homogenised effective coupling tensor. Note that a macroscopic homogenised expansion tensor
can be defined as AM = C−1

M SM . These operators can be computed once for all during an offline phase for a
given unit cell.

Once discretised with finite elements, the micro mechanical problem reads

[K] {u1} = − [Bσ]
T

[C] [Bm]{εM}+ [Bσ]
T

[C] [Bm]{εth
M} and {ε1} = [Bε] {u1}, (38)

where additional y-periodicity has to be prescribed, as described in appendix A. {u1} is the 3nnm × 1 column
vector of nodal displacement unknowns, {ε1} is the column vector storing the components of the strain tensors
at each Gauss point, whose size is 6ngm × 1. The pre-strain is {εth

M} = {AM}θM . Finally, {εM} is a 6 × 1
column vector storing the components of a single macro strain, and [Bm] is a boolean 6ngm×6 mapping matrix,

so that [Bm]{εM} is a full strain field column vector, uniform on every Gauss point. As [Bσ]
T

is the dual of

[Bε], and the stiffness matrix [K] = [Bσ]
T

[C] [Bε], the dual of [Bm] is denoted with [Dm]T , which performs the
integral over the micro-structure domain (see below).

To obtain numerically the discretised localisation operators [Lm] and [Lmt], whose sizes are 6ngm × 6 and
6ngm×1, we first load the unit cell with unitary uniform macro gradients. In 3D, this leads to 6 right-hand-sides,
collected into the columns of the identity 6× 6 matrix [Id]. 6 resolutions of the micro problem therefore leads
to 6 displacement fields, whose strains are the columns of the first discretised localisation operator. Second, we
load the unit cell with a uniform macro temperature field to get the second localisation operator. This reads

[Lm] = [Bε] [K]
−1

[Bσ]
T

[C] [Bm] [Id] and [Lmt] = [Lm] {AM}, (39)

(and one can discard the identity matrix in the first expression). Finally, the macro homogenised tensors are

CM =
1

Vy
[Dm]T [C] ([Bm]− [Lm]) and SM = CM{AM}. (40)

The core of the cost therefore resides in the 6 FE resolutions of an elastic problem on a unit cell. The
macroscopic mechanical problem is a classical elastic problem subjected to a thermal pre-strain using the
previously computed macroscopic homogenised elasticity tensor and expansion tensor.

The macroscopic mechanical problem is a classical elastic problem using the previously computed macro-
scopic homogenised elastic tensor CM and coupling tensor SM , of the form

[KM ] {uM}s = {f}s + [BσM ]
T

[SM ] [BθM ] {θM}s , (41)

where the right hand side {f} contains the natural boundary conditions. [KM ] is the stiffness matrix build
using the homogenised effective elasticity tensor CM , and [BθM ] interpolates the nodal temperature values to
the Gauss points.

When considering variable micro-structures, the macroscopic problem can be considered to be of macro-
scopic material with gradient of properties. To satisfy the quasi-periodic assumption of the underlying micro-
structures, this gradient should nevertheless exhibit length scales related to the macroscopic one. The material
parameters, including the micro-structural ones, are therefore defined as fields at macro scale only. The direct
application of the previous methodology would lead to compute the micro-problems for each different unit
cell, so potentially for each macroscopic Gauss points, which is very expensive. The idea to be more frugal is
elucidated subsequently.
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4.3 Variation in material properties

A very particular case where the material properties of the unit cells are assumed to vary proportionally between
macroscopic Gauss points is considered herein. This case is considered as a test case for the multi-scale POD
strategy, and can be of interest in material optimisation design (e.g. a 3D printing material manufacturing,
embedding a mixture of constituents for each phase – multi-material multi-nozzle 3D printing; the optimisation
process will be performed with this constituent ratio as a single design variable).

Though the macroscopic material characteristics are variable from one macroscopic Gauss point to another,
only one representative resolution of the microscopic problem is enough and only thing needed is the gradient
of variation. Indeed, the proportionality assumption is first traduced as the presence of only one independent
micro-structural parameter, say ς(x). Second, is the unit cell with parameter value ς0 is considered to be
a representative problem, with the corresponding values of micro material characteristics (ρc)0, k0 for the
thermal problem and Young modulus E0 and thermal expansion α0 for the mechanical problem, then all the
previous FE matrices for the left-hand sides, and behaviours are varying proportionally with ς/ς0 ratio, so does
all the relocalisation parameters and macroscopic computed homogenised parameters; for instance, one gets
CM (ς) = ς

ς0
CM (ς0).

This particular case effectively reduces the unit cell problems into computation of only one representative
unit cell. Now if additionally, the geometric properties are considered to be variable, a different strategy must
be employed.

4.4 Variation in geometric properties

Only the fibre radius ϑ(x) is considered here as a variable parameter. This case is also considered as a
simplification. Note however that if the fibre orientation is also involved, it is only a parameter field at macro-
scale: the cell behaviour can be performed in the known eigenframe, aligned with the local fibre orientation,
thanks to the quasi-periodic assumption.

Now the full order solution, as mentioned before, requires the resolution of the microscopic problem (as well
as generation of mesh) ngM times (ngM being the total number of macroscopic Gauss points).

A suited strategy is to use a classical sampling method to build a reduced order model as a surrogate model.
A few micro-structural meshes corresponding to certain values of the parameter ϑi, i = 1 . . . p, are generated, for
p� ngM. The microscopic problems now need to be solved p times to generate, in an offline phase, p values for
the quantities of interest, here the macroscopic homogenised characteristics. The online phase, the resolutions
of the macroscopic problems, will require the values of these quantities of interest at the ngM macroscopic
points. This is performed via costless ngM interpolations between the samples/snapshots of the offline phase.
For instance, at a macroscopic Gauss point located at coordinates x, i.e. supporting the parameter value ϑ(x),
the characteristic CM (ϑ) is obtained via a 1D interpolation of the reduced model for the dependence to the
parameter of the heuristic pre-computed law (ϑi,CM,i)i=1...p.

The rest of the procedure is the same as described before.
If both variations are involved (linear dependence for material parameters and non-linear dependence to

geometric parameter), the two previous strategies can easily be combined together. Once cost has been reduced
for the micro problems with these strategies, the computation bottleneck may also arise in the online solving
phase for the macroscopic problems. The next step is therefore to further reduce this computational cost using
a reduced order strategy in the online macroscopic stage.

4.5 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

The basic use of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is to compute certain full-order problems in order
to extract relevant information which can then be used to calculate similar problems more efficiently. In a
nutshell the idea herein is to solve the full order macroscopic problems (both thermal and mechanical) for
initial few time steps and obtain the solution as snapshots. Thereafter these snapshots can be used to built a
projection matrix that projects the solution in the POD subspace. This projection matrix can be used to solve
the problems for the remaining time steps, but in a reduced space.

One way of building a projection matrix is to find the eigenvectors of the covariant matrix. Considering [υ]
to store the solution fields in its columns, which is of size df · nnM × nt (nt being the number of the selected
initial time steps and df the number of degrees of freedom per node), the covariant matrix [M] can be obtained
by

[M] = [υ] [υ]
T
. (42)

After that an eigenvalue analysis gives the eigenvectors, from which only a few major eigenvectors are
selected (depending on the major eigenvalues) to obtain the projection matrix [P] which of size df · nnM × q,
where q � df · nnM (in practice, the same result can be obtained in a robust way using a SVD on [υ] directly).
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Figure 2: (a) Macroscopic structure, and (b) microscopic structure

Once the projection matrix is built, the idea is to use it to solve the problem for all the remaining time steps
in a reduced domain.

For a given time step ts, the equation to solve is of the form

[Λ] {υ}s = {W}s , (43)

where the left hand side [Λ] has for size df ·nnM×df ·nnM, and the right hand side {W}s has for size df ·nnM×1.
{υ}s is a generalised nodal unknown of size df · nnM × 1.

The nodal unknowns can be searched in an approximate form using the reduced nodal unknown {υred}s
with the smaller size q × 1:

{υ}s = [P] {υred}s , (44)

The corresponding variational form of (43) leads to the reduced-size problem

[Λred] {υred}s = {Wred}s , (45)

where [Λred] = [P]
T

[Λ] [P] is of size q × q and {Wred}s = [P]
T {W}s is of size q × 1. Eq. (45) basically means

that at each time step instead of solving df · nnM linear equations, only q equations are solved.
The proposed strategy takes advantage of the initial time step full order solutions, that are expected to

contain a strong transient part of the evolution, therefore containing a rich information. It could nevertheless
happen that this information is not sufficient for accurate solutions of further time steps. To check this, an
adaptive strategy can be designed: an incremental error estimator can be built from time to time by computing
the residual of the full order problem (43) on a solution (44) of the reduced order problem (45), in order to decide
if a new full order solution is required, that can contribute to enrich the reduced space, in an adaptive manner.
This variant has not been needed on the following examples, and is a direct perspective to this approach. In
the current study, this therefore boils down to a classical a posteriori reduced-basis approach [31, 23].

5 Numerical example

A cylindrical pipe as shown in fig. 2(a) is considered for a demonstrative example. The geometry of the
structure is given with the length of the pipe L = 0.5 m, the outer radius %1 = 0.1 m and the inner radius
%2 = 0.05 m. The outer surface of the pipe is subjected to a fixed temperature θf = 0 ◦C. A temperature
θd = 200 sin (2πt/T ) ◦C of time period T = 104 s is prescribed on the inner surface of the pipe for 1 cycle. Here
the loading is only of thermal nature, and we study the thermo-mechanical response that arises from it.

The underlying micro-structure shown in fig. 2(b) consists of a cube of length l = 1× 10−5 m (so the scale
ratio is ξ = l/L = 2× 10−5). The majority of the cube is made of material Mat1, while a cylindrical portion of
radius ϑ is composed of material Mat2, see fig. 2(b). Now the variation of material properties is ruled by the
parameter ς(x) = ς0

(
1 + 0.25

L (x1 + x2 + x3)
)
, where ς = {E, ρc, k, α} and ς0 represents the base values of the

material properties. The Poisson’s ratio ν however is considered to be a constant at 0.3.
The macroscopic structure is discretised using 360 linear 8 noded isoparametric hexahedral elements with

8 Gauss points per element. This constitutes of a total of 560 nodes and 2880 Gauss points.
Two test cases are presented subsequently.
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Table 2: Base values of material properties
Parameters Mat1 Mat2

E0 /Pa 210× 109 190× 109

ρct 0 / (Jm−3K−1) 3978× 103 3588× 103

kt 0 / (Wm−1K−1) 45 12
α0 / (K−1) 1× 10−5 1.6× 10−5

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Magnitude of macroscopic displacement. (a) Using identical unit cells. (b) Using variable unit cells.

5.1 Material variation test

For the first study we consider variation only of material properties, and the fibre radius is fixed at ϑ =
0.3 × 10−5 m. For a single micro-structure, 1700 elements are used, that result in a total of 2262 nodes and
13600 Gauss points.

For the micro-problem, if the multipliers described in Section 4.3 are used, the total simulation time for the
unit cell problems is 0.04% of the time needed if all the 2880 unit cells are solved individually. In addition to the
frugality of the micro-problems, the macro-problems are solved using POD providing further time savings. The
temporal path of the problem is discretised using 100 time steps. The training stage was calculated for initial
first 10 time steps and, as the problem is linear, the projection matrix obtained from the snapshots is enough to
calculate the remaining time steps in a reduced space. Only five POD modes (i.e. q = 5) are enough for both
the thermal and the mechanical problems. For a particular time step the simulation cost of the mechanical
problem using the reduced order method is 2.5% of the simulation time of the full order problem.

For comparison purposes, a separate simulation is performed for identical unit cells using the base values of
the material properties. The following figures show the maps of certain quantities of interest at a time point
where θd is maximum. For the macroscopic quantities, half of the pipe is shown to visualise the inner field.
Fig. 3 shows the magnitude macroscopic displacements. It is clear that variable unit cells produces a higher
displacement magnitude, and the top and bottom region is asymmetric. Fig. 4 shows the macroscopic von
Mises stress. Similar to Fig. 3, the quantity of interest is asymmetric with respect to x3 axis along with higher
stresses for the variable unit cell case. The Gauss points for the two cases where the stress is maximum are
different, the underlying micro-structures are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the magnitude of the macroscopic
heat flux density. Similar to stress, the quantity of interest is asymmetric with respect to x3 axis along with
higher values for the variable unit cell case. The Gauss points for the two cases where the quantity is maximum
are different, the underlying micro-structures are shown in Fig. 7.

For an assessment of the accuracy of the POD at macro scale, a full order solution (without POD) is also
computed for variable unit cells and the relative errors obtained are erθ = 8.8 × 10−8 and erσ = 9.2 × 10−8,
where the relative errors are defined as

erσ =
‖σfo

M − σro
M‖

‖σfo
M‖

, erθ =
‖θfo
M − θro

M‖
‖θfo
M‖

, (46)

with superscripts ‘ro’ and ‘fo’ representing the reduced order and full order solutions. It is clear through the
values of the relative errors that the reduced bases obtained through the training stage are enough to solve the
total problem in a reduced space with high accuracy.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Macroscopic von Mises stress. (a) Using identical unit cells. (b) Using variable unit cells.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Microscopic von Mises stress. (a) Using identical unit cells. (b) Using variable unit cells.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Magnitude of macroscopic heat flux density. (a) Using identical unit cells. (b) Using variable unit
cells.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Magnitude of microscopic heat flux density. (a) Using identical unit cells. (b) Using variable unit
cells.

5.2 All variations test

For the second study, we consider variations of material as well as geometric properties. The fibre diameter is
now considered to vary between 0.2× 10−5 m and 0.4× 10−5 m. Consider the sampling method as mentioned
in Section 4.4, the fibre diameters of the micro-structures and their locations at specific macro GPs are given
in table 3 (the overall spatial distribution is given in Fig. 8).

Table 3: Specific radii and corresponding macro GPs
fibre radius macro GP number macro GP location
0.20× 10−5 m 1 (−0.0549, 0.0346, 0.4824) m
0.22× 10−5 m 100 (−0.0346, 0.0548, 0.4824) m
0.24× 10−5 m 300 (0.0415, 0.0499, 0.3991) m
0.26× 10−5 m 500 (0.0602,−0.0241, 0.3157) m
0.28× 10−5 m 800 (−0.0415,−0.0498, 0.1843) m
0.30× 10−5 m 1200 (−0.0054, 0.0816, 0.0176) m
0.32× 10−5 m 1800 (−0.0630,−0.0524, 0.2676) m
0.34× 10−5 m 2000 (−0.0377,−0.0453, 0.1843) m
0.36× 10−5 m 2300 (0.0548,−0.0219, 0.0657) m
0.38× 10−5 m 2500 (0.0219, 0.0548, 0.4824) m
0.40× 10−5 m 2880 (−0.0572,−0.0145, 0.0176) m

So there are 11 micro-structural samples. Concerning their FE discretisations, 1000 to 1820 elements are
used, that results in a total of 1374 to 2406 nodes and 8000 to 14560 Gauss points. Basically instead of 2880
micro structural calculations only 11 are used, which estimates about 99.6% of cost saving. For testing purpose,
the fibre diameter is considered to be varying according to the ordinal number of the macro GPs.

Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 12 show the macroscopic von Mises stress, heat flux density and the displacement,
respectively. Relocalisation is however tricky as all the micro-structural meshes are not available so relocalisation
is possible only at the sampling points. In this case the micro-structure corresponding to macro GP number
1200 is chosen (see Fig. 12 and Fig. 13).

6 Conclusion

This article introduces a multi-scale method based on asymptotic theory to compute thermo-elasticity for het-
erogeneous structures containing quasi-periodic micro-structures. To avoid simulation of all the micro-structural
unit cells, linear operators were defined that relates the microscopic quantities with their macroscopic counter-
parts. This particular procedure was extended for variable unit cells using scalar multiples and interpolations.
This reduces the simulation cost drastically as only one single representative unit cell had to be computed for
material variations and few sample micro-structures for geometric variations. Finally a POD-based reduced
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Figure 8: Variation of fibre diameter with respect to the macro-structure.

Figure 9: Macroscopic von Mises stress using micro-structures of different radii and material properties.
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Figure 10: Magnitude of macroscopic heat flux density using micro-structures of different radii and material
properties.

Figure 11: Magnitude of macroscopic displacement using micro-structures of different radii and material prop-
erties.
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Figure 12: Microscopic von Mises stress at a unit cell underlying macro GP number 1200 using micro-structures
of different radii and material properties.

Figure 13: Magnitude of microscopic heat flux density at a unit cell underlying macro GP number 1200 using
micro-structures of different radii and material properties.
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Master

Slave

Clamp

Figure 14: Unit cell indicating master-slave nodes

order strategy is used to reduce the cost of the macroscopic problem. This particular version of POD as well as
the usage of linear operators are conducive as this particular problem is linear. In case of non-linear problems,
even if the global solution is computed in a reduced space, the computational effort to solve the non-linear
constitutive relation at every local integration point remains high. To put that in perspective, the local compu-
tations are independent of the reduced model and the reduced approximation has no influence on the numerical
expense with regard to the estimation of the internal variables that influence the tangent stiffness matrix. For
such cases classical POD will not provide reasonable cost reduction, and methods like hyper-reduction [37] or
empirical interpolation method [36] are more suited.

Using this type of unified approach is also suitable for cases where stochastic samplings are needed, where
the deterministic problem is used as black box with the solution being calculated in a reduced space (extremely
cheap). Inverse problems like optimisation are also under concern.

However care should be taken that material/geometric parameters, boundary conditions do not alter too
much for the samples so that new training stages are not required, unless adaptivity control is embedded.

Other perspectives concern the case where more parameters are involved. Some solution strategies consist
in switching from SVD to Higher Order SVG (HO-SVD) [6], Higher Order Proper Generalized Decomposition
(HO-PGD) [30, 24], Candecomp/Parafac (CP) [8], or their gappy versions [42, 43]. Other surrogate modellings
can be considered, such as Kriging [39], or even Support Vector Regression (SVR) [5]. Other perspective is to
tackle some different physical modeling, for instance cases where the micro-structure is so small, and loadings
with high frequency, that may lead to dynamic mechanical effects, or even thermal waves, for which some
homogenization techniques are also available [46].

A Construction of periodicity matrix

The resolution of the unit cell problems basically boils down to the resolution of a generalised form [X] {η} = {r},
both for the thermal (30) and mechanical (38) micro problems.

To impose the periodicity condition, a substitution matrix [G] is constructed based on the master-slave
node pairs, fig. 14. This matrix can be used to reduce the linear system to [Xred] {ηred} = {rred}, where

[Xred] = [G]
T

[X] [G], {rred} = [G]
T {r} and {η} = [G] {ηred}.

The construction of the periodicity matrix [G] is based on the number of master-slave nodes that ensures
periodicity. Consider a representative unit cell as shown fig. 14. The periodicity condition requires that nodal
unknowns at each surface be identical to the nodal unknowns of its opposite surface. It is necessary to have
the nodal distributions at a particular surface should be identical to its opposite surface. Consider a particular
surface be a master surface and its opposite be its slave. Then each node of the master surface, will have its
slave counterpart on the opposite surface. As far as the edges are concerned, it is necessary to have the nodal
distribution of a particular edge be identical to all three of its parallel edges. In this case for a node of a master
edge there will be three slave nodes on the other three parallel edges.

Finally, the eight corner nodes should have the same nodal value. But since the genuine system to solve in
undetermined ([X] has a non void kernel, whose right hand side is orthogonal) it is necessary and sufficient to
clamp these corner nodes.

The matrix [G] represents these substitutions, duplicating values attached to master node to slave nodes.
It therefore reduces the size of the system by substitution, getting rid of degrees of freedom related to slave
and clamp nodes.

This nevertheless requires that the mesh is generated while ensuring the node-to-node correspondence on
opposite faces.
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